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Carolina Productions has confirmed $78,650 
in costs for the upcoming semester’s scheduled 
entertainment.
The highest paid performers, at a cost of 
$15,000 each, are comedian Jay Pharoah and actor 
Steve Rannazzisi. 
Ph a roa h ,  a n  SN L s t a r  k now n for  h i s 
impersonat ions of President Barack Obama 
and ESPN commentator Stephen A. Smith, is 
expected to be one of CP’s most successful events 
for the spring calendar, according to CP President 
Adam Mayer. 
“Being an initial stop on Jay’s national tour, we 
are fortunate to have him coming to campus,” 
Mayer said in a written statement.
Rannazzisi, from FX’s hit TV show “The 
League,” was selected because of his rising 
popularity.
“Steve’s name speaks for himself,” Mayer said. 
“While his material is just as funny as his fellow 
co-stars, we are getting him for far less the cost.”
CP is planning to host packed events by 
connecting with hit, current TV shows: RJ Mitte 
from AMC’s award-winning drama “Breaking 
Bad” is being paid $8,500 to speak at USC later 
this semester about the show and his personal 
story of living with cerebral palsy.
Start ing with the f irst event of the spring 
season, CP is focusing on bringing in new events 
and acts to the semester’s schedule. Veering 
away from the magic and hypnosis shows seen in 
recent semesters, CP is hosting mind reader Eric 
Dittelman for $3,000. 
“With this being Carolina Production’s first 
event, this price is remarkable for a packed out 
ballroom,” Mayer said. “This amazing mind 
reader will be an event the audience cannot help 
to participate in. Eric is known from his awesome 
reviews on ‘America’s Got Talent.’” 
Alysia Harris, known for her poetry about the 
$15,000
$34,400
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The Russell House Bookstore is a campus staple, 
where students can get a latte, find books for 
Geology 101 and drop $399 on a pair of Gamecock 
cowboy boots all in one trip. 
But unbeknownst to many bookstore customers, 
a portion of the money spent on books, game day 
gear and cups of coffee benefits the university, 
according to bookstore general manager Brian 
Griffi n. 
Each year the bookstore gives back over $1.8 
million in scholarships to the school. 
“Many students do not realize that our income is 
fed back to the school in the form of scholarships,” 
said Griffi n. 
Griffi n said the heaviest sales day is on the second 
day of classes, and the most popular brand in the 
bookstore is Under Armour, which sponsors USC 
athletics. Hooded sweatshirts and hats have proven 
themselves to be popular. The most crowded days 
at the bookstore are the second day of classes and 
parents weekend. 
Customers are given opportunities to save on 
those sweatshirts, hats and other Gamecock apparel 
with bookstore sales based on athletic success. 
During the fi rst month of the semester, the Russell 
House Marble Slab Creamery usually ranks No. 
1 nationally in sales, according to Alex Allen, the 
store’s manager. Allen also said it stays in the top 
10 throughout the rest of the year due to the 1,000 
cookies Gamecocks eat every day and the 20 pans of 
each ice cream fl avor that are demolished each week. 
Birthday cake and chocolate are the most popular 
ice cream fl avors. Smoothies and shakes have been 
especially popular lately, and the new unlimited mix-
ins have also brought more students through the door. 
When the go-to ice cream joint moved from 
the second floor of Russell House to the first, the 
location’s sales tripled. 
“College campuses are the perfect target audience 
for our brands,” said John Barber, chief development 
offi cer of Global Franchise Group in a press release. 
“Our co-branded Russell House location not only 
offers a wide variety of fresh made products, but 
cookie cakes and ice cream cakes are also available for 
on-campus celebrations.”
For Allen, a day at work usually begins at 6:30 a.m. 
When he arrives at the store, he takes inventory and 
gets the cookies ordered. Cookies are made at the 
At USC, eating chicken fi ngers every Wednesday 
in Russell House is as much of a tradition as 
Homecoming Weekend, Tiger Burn and Sorority 
Bid Day. 
In 2010, students consumed 46,600 pounds of 
chicken fi ngers, making the tradition so prominent 
that the task “gorge on chicken fingers every 
Wednesday for a month” was added as number 32 
on student government’s USC Bucket List. 
Fried Chicken Friday is another weekly culinary 
tradition started by students that Gamecocks have 
come to expect over the years. Additionally, the 
Grand Market Place staff has started Meatloaf 
Monday and Chicken Wing and BBQ Thursday 
in recent years. 
“When you have fried chicken on Friday once 
every three weeks and the line is out the door you 
start thinking maybe people would like to have 
this more often,” said John Brasington, manager of 
Grand Market Place. “It’s not the most nutritious 
thing in the world, but it’s a great comfort food.”
Although the popularity level is nowhere near 
that of Chicken Finger Wednesday or Fried 
Chicken Friday, Meatloaf Monday was started 
A look at Russell House
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The book store gives more than $1.8 million of its profi ts from sales on everything from textbooks to gameday gear back to the school in the form of scholarships.
Bookstore expects huge sales on 
second day of classes
Food traditions remain a crucial 
part of a Russell House diet
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LARGEST
SELECTION EVER OR MORE
SAVE *
ADDAM’S UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
152 ASSEMBLY STREET | shop-uscstore.com | /AddamsUBookstoreUSC
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
*Valid on rental titles. Based on average savings versus new book price. Checked-in books must be in resellable condition. See store for details.
Charges against state 
NAACP president dropped
Dog travels 600 miles to 
Greenville shelter
Allegations against SC 
House speaker examined
South Carolina Attorney General Alan Wilson’s 
offi ce announced Monday that allegations of ethics 
violations against South Carolina State House 
Speaker Bobby Harrell, R-Charleston, will go 
before a grand state jury for investigation, The 
State reported. Harrell has been accused of misuing 
campaign funds and using his position for personal 
gain.
Wilson’s offi ce requested that the South Carolina 
Law Enforcement Division look into the allegations 
against Harrell when Ashley Landess, president of 
the South Carolina Policy Council, reported in a 
letter that Harrell may have violated state ethics 
laws when he reimbursed himself $300,000 from 
his campaign account for fl ying his private plane on 
state business. 
The representative called on Wilson to release 
details of the investgation in full to the public.
“This has drawn on for far too long and been done 
behind closed doors,” Harrell said.
The matter is proceeding as election-year politics 
heat up. The state jury investigation does not mean 
that Harrell will be indicted, but it that Wilson 
has questions that were unanswered by the SLED 
investigation. 
— Natalie Pita, Assistant News Editor 
The city of Columbia dropped the charges 
against Lonnie Randolph, South Carol ina 
NAACP president, only minutes before his trial 
was scheduled to take place in city court on 
Monday morning, The State reported. 
Randolph faced charges for trespassing after 
notice, public disorderly conduct and resisting 
arrest following an incident in Five Points last 
July. The NAACP president, who was apparently 
suffering from a diabetic condit ion, became 
confused in Tripp’s Dry Cleaners and caused a 
disturbance that brought police. Randolph faced 
a maximum of 90 days in jail, or 30 days for each 
infraction. 
Joe McCulloch, Randolph’s lawyer, said in a 
press conference that he was “disgusted” that city 
attorneys got the case almost to trial and then 
dropped it. 
Tripp’s Dry Cleaners, the city’s main witness, 
refused to testify in court in early December, 
according to a letter shown in court. 
McCulloch said that if the case had proceeded to 
trial, the jury would have been able to determine a 
verdict in under one minute. 
—Natalie Pita, Assistant News Editor 
The Greenville Humane Society called Dwayne 
Jackson on Sunday afternoon asking him if he had 
lost Mona Lisa, his dog, WIS reported. 
It turns out he had. Five years ago. 
Upon hearing the news, the Illinois resident 
immediately began the 600-mile drive to South 
Carolina. He drove through the night in order to 
be reunited with his pit bull on Monday morning. 
“Everybody was like, ‘Are you planning to get 
her?,’ and I was like, ‘It’s my dog, of course!,’” 
Jackson said. 
The Illinois family had Mona Lisa, her parents 
and siblings playing in the backyard, but two 
of the dogs had been stolen by the time they 
returned half a decade ago. Jackson searched local 
humane shelters for months and, since his dogs 
had been microchipped, he continuously kept up 
with the microchipping registries. 
Mona Lisa was brought into the Greenville 
Humane Society after she was seen wandering 
around. It is not known how the pit bull found her 
way to South Carolina. 
— Natalie Pita, Assistant News Editor 
During football season, the “Monday Morning 
Money Back” special provides a discount between 
10 and 25 percent on clothing items following 
Gamecock wins. 
According to Griff in, sales are promoted 
throughout the store, as well as via email and the 
bookstore’s Facebook page, which has over 4,700 
likes. 
To keep up with the f luctuating sales, the 
bookstore employs several people over the course 
of the school year, including students.
”During our peak times, we employee over 200 
people,” Griffi n said. “During our quieter times, 
we usually have around 50-60 employed.”
When f irst-year business administrat ion 
student Quandreya Williams works at the Russell 
House bookstore, she makes the customer her top 
priority.
“Overall, we have fun, and we work hard to 
ensure the best customer service we can provide 
to everyone,” Williams said. 
roughly eight weeks ago to help offset the noticeable 
lack of comfort food in the menu. Several students 
were asking about meat loaf, which was previously 
not on the menu at all; University Dining decided 
that a specialty day was the perfect place to fi t it in.
Chicken Wing and BBQ Thursday, which was 
started about a year ago, first started at Preston’s 
dining room for lunch. Soon enough, it became so 
popular that wings became a weekly item at Preston’s 
at Noon. The Russell House staff recently decided to 
extend it to Grand Market Place.
The menu for the entire semester is already mostly 
decided before students even arrive on campus. For 
every other day of the week, meticulous planning 
goes into the menu, with good reason: more than 
12,000 meals are prepared each week at the Russell 
House. 
“All the weeks are preplanned for the semester, 
based on what foods are available,” said Samantha 
Cuevas, marketing coordinator for USC Dining. 
“Adjustments are made for special events, and if we 
get local fruit and vegetables we can incorporate into 
a dish for something new and exciting.”
Sodexo and University Dining work with a student 
board of directors and university administrators to 
create the menu, while taking local availability into 
account.
“Our first concern is nutrition and available 
products or food,” Brasington said. “We have a team 
of culinary staff and nutritionists that put together a 
core for a national menu, and then on a local basis we 
work with that core to develop things that will work 
in the Russell House or anywhere else on campus.”
With the exception of specialty days, the menu at 
Russell House rotates every three weeks.
Every dish that was served during the fall semester 
will be put into Russell House dining’s computer 
system as the core menu for the spring semester, and 
dining staff will make changes based on which items 
were popular or unpopular.
But the menu isn’t the only thing that will change 
in 2014: Grand Market Place has hired a new 
executive chef.
“He’ll add a new fresh eye to the menu,” Brasington 
said. “We’ll see some changes in the springtime.” 
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NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE
Choose from about 200 schools!
Want to study for a semester at the 
University of Hawaii or Queens 
College in New York City and pay 
the same as a semester at USC? 
Tuesday 1/14 7:00 Patterson 104
Wednesday 1/15 7:00 Capstone Keystone
Tuesday 1/21 7:00 Honors B110
Wednesday 1/22 7:00 Patterson 104
Thursday 1/23 11:45AM RHUU 201
Interested? 
Come to an info session!



































11 a.m. – 3 p.m. 
Russell House Ballroom
Join us to learn how you 
can study, intern, research 
or volunteer abroad, and 






Andrew spent a semester studying    
international relations and Korean language in 
South Korea. So can you. See it for yourself.
Ash Wednesday March 5, 2014: 





human experience, will come to 
USC for a Spoken Word event for a 
price of $2,750; she will be the fi nal 
headlining artist.
“With the success of our last 
Spoken Word event , br ing ing 
another artist with such a small 
price tag is a steal,” Mayer said.
CP will also partner with Sodexo 
for a cook ing compet it ion and 
Patio Party, a dinner on the Russell 
House patio for a meal swipe.
Every Tuesday night, CP plans 
to hold events to showcase student 
talent, including Acoustic Cafés, 
Comedy Open Mic Nights and 
Poet r y  Night s .  T he  popu la r 
Throwback Thursday series will 
continue this semester with “Mean 
Girl s ,”  “Pokémon,”  “Find ing 
Nemo” and “Jaws.” 
Beginning this semester, the 
CP team will include the Daytime 
Events Committee, which wil l 
plan activities between classes and 
around mealtimes.
“We real ly want to focus on 
hitting [off-campus] students while 
they’re on campus during the day,” 
Mayer said. 
Marble Slab Creamery location in the 
Vista and shipped to the USC location 
daily, and ice cream comes in almost as 
often.
“We make them fresh every day,” 
Allen said. “They’re not made in a 
factory. They’re not made, like, a week 
ago and sent here.”
After the deliveries are taken care of, 
Allen begins to set up the store.
“I make sure I’ve rotated all the mix-
ins so the fresh ones are on top,” Allen 
said. “You’re not getting old M&M’s and 
stale cookies.”
Other employees begin to arrive 
starting at 8:30 a.m., and the store is 
usually open by 10 a.m. It is sometimes 
diffi cult to put everything away and get 
the new deliveries in before opening, 
Allen said.
Allen and his employees still spend 
a few hours preparing for the day, and 
business begins to pick up around noon 
or 1 p.m. 
“From then on, it’s just trying to keep 
up with everybody. We usually have 
a line that turns the corner, which is 
great,” Allen said. 
Throughout the day, the Marble Slab 
Creamery staff is constantly preparing 
more cookie cakes, which usually take 
15 to 30 minutes to make. The location’s 
personal selling record is 23 entire 
cookie cakes in one day, not including 
individual slices and preorders .
“We usually have to have about three 
in reserve at a time, three whole cakes of 
slices and there’s eight slices each, just 
because we go through them so fast,” 
Allen said.
The busiest day of the week for the 
Marble Slab staff is Thursday, and 
Marble Slab Creamery employs 15 to 
20 people at a time, most of which are 
students. Employees typically work 
three days a week.
Despite some long hours, Allen loves 
working at Marble Slab Creamery.
“I love interacting with students. It’s a 
lot of fun. I love the people I work with, 
they’re all great,” Allen said. “I used to 
work in a bar, so this isn’t too far from 
that.” 
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Check out our fashion blog:
boots & bows
on dailygamecock.com
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USC students consume 1,000 cookies per day and 20 pans of each ice cream fl avor per 
week. The new unlimited mix-ins aim to bring in many students through the door daily.
The student body insisted 
on less comedy and Carolina 
Product ions got ser ious and 
delivered. After rounding out 
its $78,650 of entertainment 
for the semester, we notice a 
decidedly more diverse selection 
of performers on CP’s schedule. 
We’ve got Eric Dittelman, a 
mind reader featured on America’s 
Got Talent ,  to k ick of f  t he 
semester on Jan. 16. Traditionally, 
CP has gone with a magician or 
hypnotist to satisfy USC’s desire 
for mysticism, but we like their 
decision to opt into something 
a little more psychoanalytical. 
An event that begs the attention 
of students, and even indulges it 
with some audience participation, 
is bound to fill up seats in the 
ballroom. We’re positive CP is 
just as satisfied now as we will 
be then, considering Dittelman’s 
value at a reasonable $3,000 price 
tag. 
It doesn’t end there, of course. 
CP is far more dedicated to 
catering to a broader range of 
student interest than simply 
hiring one out of the ordinary 
entertainer. Another performer 
of great value is Alysia Harris, 
a master of spoken word who is 
known for her emotional delivery 
and incredibly creative poetry. 
Benjamin Jealous, outgoing 
p r e s ide nt  o f  t he  Nat io n a l 
Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People will also be 
visiting campus. A man of his 
civic caliber most definitely has 
insights that none of us can afford 
to miss out on. He’ll be in town 
on Feb. 19, which is a Wednesday. 
It gets bet ter. RJ Mit te of 
“Break ing Bad” fame will be 
here too. Whether you always 
knew him as Walter Jr., or played 
along during his Flynn phase, 
RJ Mitte’s bound to have some 
great stories to share from his 
years on Breaking Bad’s set. Not 
to mention his own personal story 
of living with cerebral palsy. CP 
was keen when they got a star 
from a recently ended TV show 
while the afterglow’s appeal was 
still there. Better yet, RJ Mitte 
only costs a cool $8,500, which is 
a surprising price. Very surprising 
...
OK, we know you all wanted 
a little less comedy, but what 
would CP be without the great 
comedians they manage to get 
every semester? Last semester 
they spoiled us with the rapidly 
rising Hannibal Buress of stand-
up fame, and this time around 
they landed Jay Pharoah and 
Steve Rannazzisi. 
For  t he  u n i n for med ,  Jay 
Pharoah is a master impersonator 
on Saturday Night Live, best 
known for his impressions of 
President Barack Obama, Stephen 
A. Smith of ESPN, and rapper 
Jay-Z. He’s an absolute riot on 
SNL, and seeing him live and 
in person is a treat that none 
of us should take for granted. 
Furthermore, Steve Rannazzisi, 
who stars in FX’s “The League”, 
is a funnyman just as good as his 
co-stars, if not better (looking 
at you, Nick Kroll). CP wil l 
probably be laughing hardest of 
all, considering how affordable he 
was despite his hilariousness. 
Taking a look at that lineup, 
we’ve got to say we’re impressed. 
CP listened to what the student 
body had to say, and they delivered 
with a list of guests guaranteed 
to enjoy a thunderous applause. 
For that, Carolina Productions 
deserves a bravo of their own: 
they’ve certainly set the bar high 
for future semesters. 
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CP accepts input, delivers excellent Spring lineup
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, 
let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com 
and we will print the correction in our next issue.
T h e  g o a l  o f  T h e  D a i l y 
G a me c o c k ’s  V ie w p o i nt s  p a g e 
is to st imulate discussion in the 
Un iver s i t y  o f  S out h  Ca rol i n a 
community. All published authors 
are expected to prov ide log ica l 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers 
three methods of expression: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and 
feedback on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should 
be submitted via email to editor@
dailygamecock.com. Letters must 
be 200 to 300 words in length and 
include the author’s name, year in 
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders 
and USC faculty members to submit 
guest columns. Columnists should 
keep submissions to about 500 words 
in length and include the author’s 
name and position. 
The editor reserves the right to 
edit and condense submissions for 
length and clarity, or not publish 
at all. 
A l l  subm is s ions become t he 
property of The Daily Gamecock 
and must conform to t he lega l 
standards of USC Student Media.
Airlines don’t need to ban 





Embracing FCC’s decision is 
smart for business 
ISSUE 
Carolina Productions refined 
their lineup with student input.
OUR STANCE 
Their receptiveness bodes 
well for future CP plans. 
“Taking a look at that 
lineup, we’ve got to say 
we’re impressed. CP 
listened to what the 
student body had to 
say, and they delivered 
with a list of guests 






WHAT’S YOUR TAKE? 
Do you want your opinion voiced 




tactics stifl e progress
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DREW MUELLER, KEVIN KEATING, 
MARY K ATE GARMIRE, BENJAMIN 
CRAWFORD, KATHLEEN SCHIPANO, 
SYDNEY PATTERSON
Designers
BRITTANY WILT, GREY KLEIN, BIANCA 
CORREA, KELLY VILLWOCK, ALDEN 
EARL, FORREST HOLLOMAN, ANDY 
LEVINE
Photographers
L E A H G RU BB,  A L E X A A NG E L U S , 
K E N DR A L I T T L E ,  A N DY L E V I N E , 


















JEREMY DARBY, GEORGE HINCHLIFFE, 
CARLY KEITH, TUCKER PRESCOTT, 




T R E V O R  B E G L E Y ,  M I C H E L E 
DRESSLER, AMBER GRANT, CHAD 
HUGHES, KELLY MCALINDIN, IAN 
PEACOCK, FRANK PISCO, JAKE ROSE
It ’s  easy to play it  safe in 
business.  
Sup p o s e  y ou’r e  a  p ub l i c 
company. Most of them enjoy 
their commanding market share 
after catering to an immediate 
need better than anyone else 
can. They practice disciplined 
business, keep their executives 
away from the public as best 
they can, and do their very best 
to earn the necessary prof its 
to satisfy investors for at least 
one more quarter. It’s practical 
business. It’s boring business. If 
all you care about is getting rich, 
then this is the avenue for you. 
Employ little risk, enjoy steady 
profi ts. 
But the paradigm is shifting. 
The best  per for m ing s tock 
of  2013  wa s  Tes la  Motor s , 
the premium electric vehicle 
compa ny  fou nded  by  E lon 
Musk. W hile Musk, CEO of 
Tesla Motors, certainly practices 
disciplined business, it’s his own 
discipline that’s unlike nearly any 
other CEO’s. When Tesla was 
fi rst founded 10 years ago, there 
was no pressing need for electric 
vehicles. Unlike today’s culture, 
being green or eco-f r iendly 
wasn’t quite as sexy or vogue then 
– leaving no immediate market 
need to fulf ill. Nevertheless, 
Musk created Tesla for t he 
practicality of its innovation, 
despite the initial lack of public 
recognition. 10 long years later 
and Tesla Motors is turning 
heads and earning profits with 
a platform no one ever thought 
could succeed. 
That’s not all Musk’s ability 
and foresight has to show for. 
He’s also a founding 
f at her  of  PayPa l 
and cha i rman of 
SolarCity. If being 
the proponent of a 
successful electric 
c a r  c o m p a n y , 
e-commerce service 
o r  s o l a r  p a n e l 
energ y  prov ider 
isn’t  enough of a 
testament to both 
the ability of Musk 
a n d  t h e  m e r i t 
of his business strategy, then 
hopefully his position as CEO 
of SpaceX, the world’s leader in 
commercial space travel, will 
win you over. What is among 
SpaceX’s goals? The colonization 
of Mars. I’m serious, and so is 
Elon Musk. As for what SpaceX 
has accomplished thus far, on top 
of its many contracts for satellite 
launches, it is a reusable rocket 
that has successfully launched 
and landed vertically.
As fantastical as Musk’s career 
sounds now, it was a long and 
hard-fought road to success. 
After making a small fortune 
f rom eBay ’s  acqu irement of 
PayPal, Musk invested al l of 
it into both SpaceX and Tesla 
Motors.  Years later and the 
economic downturn of 2008 that 
hurt nearly all of us had Elon 
Musk facing the collapse of both 
his companies. A won contract 
for SpaceX later and Musk was no 
longer on the brink of a nervous 
breakdown, but he almost paid 
dearly for the two companies he 
had poured his life into to create. 
Elon Musk may be lucky, but luck 
certainly isn’t the foundation of 
his businesses. Ingenuity is.
We can’t expect every student 
to become as successful as Elon 
Musk, but we can teach and 
emphasize the values that have 
helped Musk to his success. While 
Musk seems to be bringing us the 
future earlier than we expected, 
he’s also a living testament to the 
merit of applied science and the 
innovative. Business doesn’t need 
to be all suits, corporate protocol 
and dark coffee. No great thing 
ever came about by playing it 
safe and following the presumed. 
Prospective business students 
take heed, and maybe you can 
bring about your own futurescape 
earlier than anticipated. 
Recently, a debate has emerged over whether 
or not the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) should lift a ban on placing cell phone 
cal ls on f l ights. Following their vote last 
month to seek public comment on lifting the 
ban, many opponents were quick to criticize 
the plan. Among their arguments, opponents 
emphasize how potentially disruptive calls would 
be to other travelers, and how airplanes are one 
of the last holdouts of peace and quiet in public 
environments.  
While there is certainly the potential for 
many travelers’ experiences to be ruined by 
people yapping away on their phone, airline 
passengers already have to deal with a variety 
of other nuisances, and the reality is that they 
generally don’t occur all that often. Crying 
babies and longtime friends consumed in laughter 
are just as, if not more, disruptive than a loud 
phone call, but because they don’t 
happen very often, most people 
aren’t bothered by it. Cell phone 
calls could work the same way. 
While there is bound to be the 
occasional angry breakup over 
the phone mid-fl ight, most callers 
would remain mindful of the 
other passengers and keep their 
voices to a minimum. That could 
even provide some much needed 
in-f light entertainment in case 
the movie selection isn’t very 
good. 
In addition to these factors, it 
is also important to understand 
that the FCC’s proposal would not force airlines 
to allow all passengers to make calls, it merely 
gives them the option to do so if they choose. 
Anticipating a possible policy change, the CEO 
of Delta Airlines announced that regardless of 
the FCC’s decision, nothing would change for his 
company, and in-fl ight calls would still be banned. 
Other airlines, such as United and American 
Airlines, have yet to rule out the possibility, 
indicating that if the ban were to be lifted, there 
would be variation among airlines in regards to 
cell phone policy.  
Variation among airlines is the best solution to 
the debate. It will bring about greater distinction 
between airlines to the benefit of both the 
traveler and the airline. In the ultra-competitive 
airline market, airlines will also have the option 
of claiming greater marketshare, or focus on a 
niche, depending on their decision. Travelers 
who cherish a quiet environment for sleeping, 
reading or looking out the window would simply 
make reservations for a f light whose carrier 
doesn’t allow calls. Others, such as busy business 
people or people who just want to keep in touch 
with their girlfriend could choose a fl ight that 
allows calls and talk away without worrying about 







Brian De Palma made some exciting fi lms in the 
1970’s, such as “Carrie” (which was also remade last 
year) and “Sisters” but his remake of the French fi lm 
“Love Crime” is an embarrassing mess. It tries to be 
erotic but comes off as ridiculous, not even in a “so 
bad it’s funny” way. Even having seen the original 
and knowing what happens, the remake remains 
convoluted and illogical.
Alfonso Cuarón spent years making his beautiful 
space thriller, and the result has produced some of 
the most jaw-dropping special effects in modern 
cinema. The power of the visuals is significantly 
aided by the artistic use of 3-D. Not only is the 
3-D noteworthy, it is one of the only fi lms where it 
is essential. The added dimension puts the viewer 
in Sandra Bullock’s place to feel her fear and 
helplessness.
Time traveling turkeys go back to the f irst 
Thanksgiving to alter the tradition of eating turkey 
on the holiday. The animation is passable but subpar, 
the plot is too loopy even for a silly children’s fi lm, 
and, most importantly, it is not funny or exciting. 
This turkey should have never been served up to the 
public.
Even though Alexander Payne’s black and white 
Rob Zombie’s bonkers horror fi lm is a departure 
from his grainy “Texas Chain Saw” -inspired 
sleazefests such as “The Devil’s Rejects” (a 
compliment). “Lords” is a head-trip infl uenced by 
the films of Dario Argento, Roman Polanski and 
Stanley Kubrick featuring precise camera placement, 
gorgeous cinematography and haunting set design. 
It might not make much sense, but it gives the senses 
a wild ride. See it on the biggest screen with the best 
sound possible.
“ I nsid ious:  Chapter  2” i s  a  nonsensica l , 
unfrightening and utterly dull sequel to a decent 
film. Loud, sudden noises are not scary besides 
possibly producing a split-second startle. This is 
modern horror at its most lazy.
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The fi lms of 2013 were dominated by a number of major themes that recurred throughout the year. One 
was people entrapped in life-threatening 
situations, often in tight physical quarters. 
A nearly wordless Robert Redford was 
stuck on his boat lost at sea by himself 
in “All Is Lost,” a mix of “Cast Away” 
and “Life of Pi” but even better than 
both of those fi lms. Tom Hanks was held 
hostage by Somali pirates in a cargo ship 
and later in a tiny lifeboat in the intense 
true-life story “Captain Phillips.” For the 
second time, Jennifer Lawrence fought 
for her life in a cleverly constructed arena 
in the dystopic future in “The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire.” Sandra Bullock 
was stranded in outer space in Alfonso 
Cuarón’s heart-pounding sci-fi thriller 
“Gravity.” Chiwetel Ejiofor was enslaved 
and physically and psychologically trapped 
in the American South in the 1800’s. 
Perhaps there are so many films with 
trapped characters because of all of the 
Americans restrained by their lack of 
money or employment. OK, maybe 
that one’s a stretch, but clearly another 
major theme of last year and perhaps the 
American mantra of this decade is one 
of the lines by James Franco’s character 
Alien in “Spring Breakers”: “Look at my 
s---!” “Spring Breakers” is a baff ling, 
frightening piece of fi lmmaking vomited 
onto the screen in bright neon colors by 
bad boy auteur Harmony Korine. Werner 
Herzog said it is the most important fi lm 
of the decade and that three hundred 
years from now when people want to know 
about this time they will not read Obama’s 
inaugural speech. No, they will watch 
“Spring Breakers.” Leonardo DiCaprio 
stars in two films with lead characters 
rolling in dough, Baz Luhrmann’s lavish 
but hollow 3-D adaptation of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald’s novel “The Great Gatsby” 
and Martin Scorsese’s three-hour parade 
of debauchery, drugs and sex, “The 
Wolf of Wall Street.” “American Hustle” 
captures the glitz and greed of the late 
‘70s and early ‘80s with a cast of characters 
constantly trying to con each other and 
make some money. “The Bling Ring” 
is based on a true story about a group 
of empty-headed dolts who stole from 
celebrities’ homes in Los Angeles and 
eventually went to jail. This year, greed 
was good.
Another type of f ilm that recurred 
throughout the year is the A fr ican 
A m e r i c a n  b i o - p i c .  T h e  O s c a r 
frontrunner in many major categories 
is Steve McQueen’s “12 Years a Slave,” 
the harrowing account of Solomon 
Northup, a free African-American man 
who was kidnapped and sold into slavery 
in the 1800’s. “Mandela: Long Walk to 
Freedom” is a sprawling political drama 
in which Idris Elba plays the late South 
African president Nelson Mandela, a role 
previously played by Morgan Freeman 
in “Invictus.” “Lee Daniels’ The Butler” 
takes great l ibert ies with the truth, 
but Forest Whitaker plays the real-life 
African-American butler who served in 
the White House under eight United 
States presidents. The fi lm that tells the 
most recent real life story is “Fruitvale 
Station.” Michael B. Jordan stars as Oscar 
Grant, a young man that was gunned 
down on the fi rst day of 2009 after being 
out celebrating New Year’s Eve. It is 
shameful that the release of a handful of 
fi lms about African American characters 
in one year is noticeable, but the truth is 
that there are so few fi lms that focus on 
non-white people. 
2013 in Film
The best (and worst) in horror,
animation, remakes, and more
Jonathan Winchell
MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Let’s be absolutely clear, “12 Years a Slave” is a 
very good, powerful fi lm with many praiseworthy 
aspects. The performances are outstanding, 
especially newcomer Lupita Nyong’o, and the 
cinematography alongside the other technical 
details are exquisite. However, the fi lm does not 
fully mesh artist-turned-director Steve McQueen’s 
artistic fl ourishes and unfl inching, almost clinical 
approach with writer John Ridley’s sometimes more 
emotional and standard Hollywood movie tone. 
Producer Brad Pitt turning up in a funny beard 
as the one great white man decrying slavery rings 
false. “Gravity” is more deserving of winning the 
Oscar for Best Picture. “Gravity” is an A-grade 
B-movie, a popcorn thriller at heart raised to 
the level of great art, while “Slave” is a B-grade 
A-movie, a very serious-minded award contender 
that falls short of greatness.
“The Bling Ring” is not really a horror film, 
but it did what a good horror fi lm is supposed to 
do — frighten, disturb and disgust — more than 
any ostensible horror fi lm in the last fi ve years. The 
characters, based on real people, are so horrible and 
fame obsessed that they are alternately hilarious 
and horrifying. Some critics found Sofi a Coppola’s 
satire too tame or pointless, but she lets her stupid 
characters speak for themselves. The absurd reality 
of their story is enough without needing to further 
lampoon it.
MOST OVERRATED FILM: ‘12 YEARS A SLAVE’
BEST HORROR FILM AND MOST UNDERRATED 
FILM: ‘THE BLING RING’
BEST ACTUAL HORROR FILM: ‘THE LORDS OF 
SALEM’
WORST HORROR FILM: ‘INSIDIOUS: CHAPTER 2’
WORST REMAKE: ‘PASSION’
BEST USE OF 3-D: ‘GRAVITY’
WORST ANIMATED FILM: ‘FREE BIRDS’
‘Zen’ remains essential college reading 
 As author Robert Pirsig states in 
the introduction of his philosophical 
novel “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance” , the book is “Not 
very factual on motorcycles.” It’s not 
about motorcycles at all, really; it’s 
about knowledge, understanding, 
academia, disconnection, and the 
role of technology in our lives, as 
exemplif ied by the simple act of 
motorcycle maintenance.
It’s very heavy stuff, and it would 
be daunting were it not for Pirsig’s 
clear and compelling writing style. 
The novel follows the narrator and 
his son Chris as they go on a cross-
country motorcycle journey, but the 
majority of it deals with the narrator’s 
philosophical discussions, dubbed 
“Chautauquas” in t he t rad it ion 
of A merican speak ing summits. 
Underlying these discussions is the 
narrator’s past self, referred to as 
Phaedrus, and the story of his descent 
into philosophical madness.
T he  c l a r i t y  o f  t he  w r i t i n g , 
combined with the compelling story 
underpinning the novel, serves to do 
what some would deem impossible, 
making philosophy easy to understand 
and compulsively readable. Every 
college students owes it to him or 
herself to read some philosophy 
and challenge their existing forms 
of thought, and “Zen and the Art 
of  Motorc ycle Maintenance” i s 
an excel lent  cand idate for  t hat 
intellectual step.
O v e r  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  h i s 
Chautauquas, the narrator seeks to 
make peace between science, religion 
and humanism. He analyzes the 
view of technology as an impersonal, 
monolithic dividing force and how 
by  ma k i ng cha nges  i n  how we 
view the world and appreciate the 
underlying functions and intricacies 
of technolog y, we can make it a 
valuable part of our life rather than a 
constant annoyance. The thought is 
exceedingly relevant to our modern-
day situation.
The narrator goes on to detail his 
past self ’s battle against academia, 
raising quest ions about the very 
purpose of college and schooling. 
T h rough t he  eye s  of  pa s t  se l f 
Phaedrus, he bristles against “the 
many millions of self-satisfied and 
truly ignorant teachers throughout 
h i s t or y  w ho  h ave  s mu g l y  a nd 
callously killed the creative spirit 
of their students with this dumb 
ritual of analysis, this blind, rote, 
eternal naming of things.” Phaedrus’s 
f iery independence is juxtaposed 
with the narrator’s folksy, laid-back 
ruminations; between the two, most 
aspects of modern life are dissected 
with wit and insight.
“Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance” is a thought-provoking 
and accessible novel, and belongs in 
any college student’s reading list. 
Courtesy of MCT Campus
‘12 Years a Slave’ shows the horrors of American slavery.
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Courtesy of MCT Campus
The novel offers a philosophical journey.
comedy is certainly droll, it is still the purely funniest fi lm to come out last year. 
Woody is perfectly played by veteran character actor Bruce Dern. The scenes 
with Woody’s family back in his hometown are hysterically funny in their 
simplicity and dead-on portrayal of Mid-west life. 
 
FUNNIEST FILM: ‘NEBRASKA’
FILM• Continued from 5
Courtesy of MCT Campus
Bruce Dern proves a master of quiet comedy in the laconically funny “Nebraska.”
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The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
undergraduate students to 
assist with recruitment this 
year by calling prospective 
students, admitted students 
and their parents. Applicants 
should possess strong 
communication skills, 
enthusiasm for USC, good 
work ethic, professionalism, 
and basic computer and 
telephone skills.  Students are 
required to work a minimum of 
two nights per week during the 
hours of 5:00pm to 9:00pm 
Monday through Thursday 
throughout the school year, 
except on University holidays.  
Telecounseling pays $7.50/
hr, and training begins on 
Monday February 3rd. 
Applications are available in 
the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions located on the 
Horseshoe in Lieber College. 
Application deadline: January 
24th at 5:00pm. For more 
information, please call 
Alexandra Scovel at 803-777-
9106.
EMPLOYMENT 
The Little Gym Instructor
Are you an energetic, self-
motivated individual seeking 
a fun and challenging 
opportunity working with 
children and teaching motor 
skill development classes? 
If so you may be just the 
person we’re looking for!  
A background in child 
development, physical 
education, gymnastics and/
or dance is certainly a plus. 
We are currently looking for 
instructors for our Forest 
Acres and Lexington locations. 
Evenings (we are open until 





BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189 for 5 Days. All prices 
include: Round-trip luxury 
party cruise. Accommodations 
on the island at your choice 




Best Job on Campus! Be 
a Carolina Caller! Flexible 
Schedule, Work Nights 
and Weekends, earn up to 
$8.25/hr, Fall and Spring 
Positions. Apply Online 
sc.thecallingcenter.com
Sales Associate Needed
Looking for a sales associate 
at a children’s toy store 
part-time in the afternoons/
evenings & weekends to assist 
customers with purchases, 
price, merchandise, and 
display new inventory, 
answer phone calls, run a 
cash register, and gift wrap. 
Must have initiative and enjoy 




1 Trojan Horse, for
example







































63 Scott of “Charles
in Charge”
64 Mosque offi cial
65 Group helping
the sheriff
























12 Go on to say






25 Like the Marx
Brothers
26 Corrosive stuff
27 Have a bite













































Family and home issues 
take the forefront today 
a nd  t o mor r ow.  T he 
impossible seems real. 
Your inst inct is r ight 
on target .  Chal lenge 
your own bel iefs and 
assumptions. 
Taurus 
Ask questions. Don’t talk 
freely about fi nances yet. 
Update your skills today 
and tomorrow. There’s 
more money coming in. 
Seeds are germinating in 
the dark.
Gemini 
Beauty need not require 
the most expensive choice. 
Venture further out. This 
is a test. Where’s the 
money coming f rom? 
Push for a fantasy. 
Cancer 
You’re  get t i ng more 
confident and creative 
today and tomorrow. 
Make new contacts while 
fi lling present orders. Ask 
yourself simple questions 
like, “Which direction?” 
Relax at home and dream 
about your trip.
Leo 
Get into planning today 
and tomorrow. Copy 
the itinerary. Get help 
building your dream. 
Consult your spiritual 
advisor. Raid your piggy 
bank. Condit ions are 
improving. 
Virgo 
Get together with friends 
today and tomorrow. 
Travel to or across water. 
Send out invoices as soon 
as the work’s done. You’re 
in the mood to throw 
things out. Naps are nice.
Libra 
Career opportunit ies 
hold your attention today 
and tomorrow, although 
romance could distract. 
The next two days could 
be profi table, and there’s a 
shot at advancement. Go 
for it, then celebrate.
Scorpio 
Your wanderlust is getting 
worse. Collect an old 
debt, and save for a trip. 
Plan carefully. Things fall 
into place over the next 
few days. Strengthening 
your infrastructure is a 
good investment. 
Sagittarius 
De a l  w it h  f i n a nc ia l 
obligat ions today and 
tomorrow. Friends offer 
good advice. Don’t get 
cock y.  Consider new 
informat ion. Provoke 
laughter. Store provisions 
away for the future. Big 
changes happen. 
Capricorn 
V i v i d  f e e l i n g s  a n d 
expression of love occupy 
you for the next t wo 
days. Self-esteem grows. 
Find a need and fill it. 
Negot iat ions resume. 
Ask for more and get it. 
Update your skills. 
Aquarius 
Clean up messes and 
f inish tasks today and 
t o m o r r o w .  N u r s e 
someone or something 
back to hea lth.  Love 
w i l l  f ind a  way.  Cut 
unnecessary spending. 
Pisces 
Come up with creative 
and unusua l  ideas to 
follow a dream to success. 
An amazing development 
sh i f t s  t he  s it uat ion . 
Somet h ing you have 
stored away proves useful. 
TODAY 
“INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS” 
8:30 p.m., $8.00 
Nickelodeon Theatre 
1607 Main St. 
TODAY
ENGENUITYSC PRESENTS SCIENCE 
CAFÉ: THE BRAIN MECHANISMS OF 
MOTIVATION 
6:00 p.m., free 
Speakeasy 
711 Saluda Ave. 
TOMORROW
“CRIMES OF THE HEART” 
8:00 p.m., $14.00 for students & $20.00 
for adults 
Workshop Theatre 
1136 Bull St. 
HOROSCOPES
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The South Carol ina basketbal l 
was recognized by the Southeastern 
Conference this past week with players 
from the men’s and women’s basketball 
teams being named the SEC Freshmen 
of the Week.
For coach Frank Mart in’s men’s 
team, guard Sindarius Thornwell 
earned the honor for his performances 
against LSU and No. 7 Florida in the 
team’s f irst two SEC contests. The 
Lancaster, S.C. native averaged 17.5 
points, 4.5 rebounds and 1.5 assists 
across both contests. Thornwell’s 11.7 
points-per-game for the season is good 
for second-best on the team and he has 
tallied the third-most assists of any 
Gamecock. 
W hi le t he award was t he f i r st 
recognition Thornwell has received 
from the conference, his counterpart 
on coach Dawn Staley’s women’s team, 
center Alaina Coates, recently earned 
her third Freshman of the Week nod. 
Coates scored in double digits in 
both of South Carolina’s contests over 
the past week, putting up 10 points 
and a program-record for freshman 17 
rebounds in Thursday’s top-10 clash 
with Kentucky and 14 points against 
Auburn on Sunday. 
C o at e s  h a s  m ade  her  i mp ac t 
felt immediately in her first year of 
collegiate basketball, ranking sixth in 
the conference in rebounding, third in 
blocked shots and 22nd in scoring. 
Both freshmen have played in every 
game of the season so far for their 
respective teams in their inaugural 
season’s as Gamecocks. 
While South Carolina students 
were enjoying their month off in-
between semesters, there was no rest 
for the men’s basketball team.
The Gamecocks (7-8, 0-2 SEC) 
wrapped up their nonconference 
schedule while USC’s campus sat 
empty and the team got their first 
two SEC contests under their belt 
in the process. The team played 10 
games over the break, emerging with 
a 5-5 record over that time span. 
Though the start of SEC play 
has proven frustrating for Frank 
Martin’s team, the second-year head 
coach thinks the nonconference 
schedule did its job in preparing 
South Carolina for conference play.
“Our league is hard,” Martin said. 
“And the challenge in nonconference 
play should be to prepare your team 
to deal with your conference season.”
The Gamecocks’ fi rst SEC losses 
came from the Florida Gators when 
they stomped South Carolina 74-58, 
and the second SEC loss at home 
against LSU in a down to the wire 
battle that the Tigers won 71-68. 
Mart in said Saturday’s loss to 
LSU was especially disappointing 
consider ing the fan support at 
Colonial Life Arena was the best 
he’d seen in his tenure at South 
Carolina.
Despite the two early slip-ups 
in conference play, the break did 
provide some reason for optimism 
in the Gamecock locker room. The 
team earned an eye-opening win 
over perennial postseason contender 
Sa int  Mar y ’s  in  t he Hawa i ian 
A irl ines Diamond Head Classic 
and later reeled off a four-game win 
streak. 
“When you win some games, it 
makes your kids feel better,” Martin 
said. “So when you’re in a diffi cult 
moment, in that next game you’re 
playing, they feel good about their 
team because they’ve had positive 
results.”
South Carolina’s four-consecutive 
victories saw the team close out 
its stay in Hawaii with a win over 
A k ron,  on ly  to  t ravel  back to 
Columbia to earn another victory 
over Akron followed by wins over 
Marshall and South Carolina State. 
Junior guard Tyrone Johnson 
attributed the Gamecocks’ success 
towards the end of the nonconference 
season to a team-wide maturation as 
the year progressed.
“I think earlier in the year, we 
didn’t f ind ourselves as a team,” 
Johnson said. “We didn’t kind of do 
what coach asked us to do. But now, 
coming into SEC play, we’ve been 
doing those things.”
Johnson, along with senior guard 
Brenton Williams, will be forced to 
assume increased leadership rolls for 
the duration of the season with the 
announcement that Bruce Ellington 
will enter the NFL Draft and forgo 
his f inal basketball and football 
seasons. 
During the break, Williams made 
a statement with his play that he is 
ready to take the reigns in his fellow 
senior’s absence. 
The shooting guard has averaged 
over 15 points per game in South 
Carolina’s last six outings, including 
a performance against Akron that 
saw him make six of nine three-point 
attempts and fi nish with 24 points. 
“I feel like I’ve turned the corner 
pretty well,” Williams said. “It’s 
mainly because my teammates are 
doing a great job fi nding me on the 
f loor and I’m paying attention to 
what the coaches are asking me to 
do.”
With the meat of the conference 
s e a s o n  a h e a d  o f  t h e m ,  t h e 
Gamecocks face an uphill climb to 
the top of the SEC as they currently 
sit in last place of the conference 
with just two games down. 
But Martin said South Carolina’s 
postseason goals are still attainable 
with a long conference schedule 
ahead. The coach even went as far 
as to bring up college basketball’s 
promised land  — March Madness 
— an attitude that is exactly why 
Martin was hired two years ago.
“Everyone’s goal is to win the 
league, but if you don’t win the 
league, you prepare to f inish up 
there,” Martin said. “So if you do, 
then you get in that big dance. And 
once you’re in that big dance, it’s all 
systems go. It’s the experience of a 
lifetime.”
 
After winning by a margin of 
less than 20 points for the f irst 
time all season in a 76-61 victory 
at Charlotte on Dec. 8, the South 
Carolina women’s basketball team 
watched as the majority of campus 
emptied following fi nal exams. The 
Gamecocks maintained high hopes 
of conquering their remaining 
nonconference schedule without a 
blemish before beginning SEC play. 
The lone ranked opponent on 
South Carolina’s nonconference slate 
was then-No. 14 North Carolina, 
who the Gamecocks battled in the 
Carolinas Classic at Myrtle Beach 
on Dec. 18. 
Trailing 39-27 at halftime, the 
Gamecocks rallied to cut the score 
to 55-53 with nine minutes to go. 
The Tar Heels refused to let South 
Carolina pull away, and held on to 
knock the Gamecocks from the 
ranks of the undefeated with a 74-66 
triumph. 
“Of course, they’re disappointed 
that they lost this game, but we’ve 
got a lot of fight left in us,” coach 
Dawn Staley said after the defeat. 
“This was one you want to get, but 
it’s not the tell-all of the season.”
Junior forward Aleighsa Welch 
recorded a career-high 23 points 
to go along with six rebounds in 
the loss. The Gamecocks shot 41 
percent from the fi eld, converting on 
just one of 11 three-point attempts. 
No r t h  C a r o l i n a  f r e s h m a n 
Stepha n ie  Mav u nga recorded 
her seventh double-double of the 
season, ta l ly ing team highs in 
points and rebounds with 20 and 12, 
respectively. 
It didn’t take South Carolina 
long to get back on track, as the 
Gamecocks defeated Winthrop 69-
61 at home. 
Despite leading by as much as 19, 
South Carolina had to thwart a rally 
that saw Winthrop get within four 
points with less than five minutes 
to play. Sophomore guard Tiffany 
Mitchell led South Carolina with 20 
points and seven assists. 
The Gamecocks finished their 
nonconference schedule strong with 
back-to-back dominant wins over 
South Carolina State and Savannah 
State with scores of 70-26 and 82-40, 
respectively. 
On Jan. 2, South Carolina opened 
SEC play with a 55-51 victory over 
prev iously unbeaten A rkansas. 
Mitchell once again led the team 
with 16 points as the Gamecocks 
held on to the 12 point lead they 
built at halftime. 
Fol lowing a 76- 66 w in over 
Vanderbilt in the conference home 
opener in which A laina Coates 
posted a career high 24 points, No. 
10 South Carolina took part in 
its first top-10 matchup in almost 
12 years when they hosted No. 9 
Kentucky last Thursday. 
Sout h Carol i na’s  s wa r m i ng 
defense held the Wildcats to just 
32 percent shooting and blocked 14 
shots — six courtesy of junior center 
Elem Ibiam — en route to a 68-59 
victory. The Gamecocks’ win was 
the third against a top-10 team in 
the Dawn Staley era. 
Mitchell, who dropped a game-
high 17 points in the clash, noted 
the signifi cance of a win over such a 
quality opponent. 
“It’s a great win for us,” Mitchell 
said. “It’s a great confi dence builder 
but we know we still have a long 
SEC season ahead, so we can’t really 
get too high off of this.”  
South Carolina came out of the 
gates slow at Auburn on Sunday in 
its last contest of the winter break, 
falling behind by as much 12 in the 
fi rst half. The Gamecocks erased the 
deficit by halftime and ultimately 
prevailed 72-66 to remain unbeaten 
in conference play. 
The Gamecocks earned a 7-1 
record in the t ime that classes 
were out of session, with the loss 
to the Tar Heels coming as South 
Carol ina’s  on ly  defeat  of  t he 
season. And Staley said that South 
Carolina’s lofty ranking means her 
team will not be sneaking up on any 
opponents as it charges into SEC 
play.
“We’re the hunted at this point,” 
Staley said. “We just had to keep 
our heads, stay calm and know that 
throughout the course of the game, 
there are going to be runs. We just 







UNC hands South 
Carolina its only loss of 
season in December
Thornwell, Coates honored 
by SEC for stellar weeks
Gamecocks lose fi rst 2 SEC contests 







Jeff rey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Coach Frank Martin said his goal is to fi nish near the top of the conference in order to get a shot at March’s NCAA Tournament.
Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Sophomore guard Tiffany Mitchell 
turned in 20 points against Winthrop.
Men’s basketball wins 4-straight games
